Comparing of Bone’s Mineral Content and Density in Youth Artistic Gymnastics
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Abstract

The object of this study is to compare bone mineral content and accumulation in youth gymnast of artistic field to non-athlete. About 15 youth gymnasts has been selected randomly and in the artistic group of has contributed. Also, about 15 have been put in control group of those who did not have any regular gymnastic activity. Bone mineral accumulation and its content have been measured in waist era by Dual Energy X-ray absorptionometry (DXA) measuring. To measure the neutrality of datum distribution among studied groups, we have used of Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test and to test research hypothesis including comparing two study groups, we have used of one-way variance analysis and t-test. Datum has been analyzed by SSPS22 software and in 0.05 meaningful levels. The amount of bone accumulation in waist era among tested two groups does not have meaningful difference (p>0.05). The types of artistic gymnast create outstanding effects on bone compound in the youth. Perhaps the cause of increasing accumulation and bone content is mechanical load effect on bones and special characteristic of gymnastic.
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Introduction

Regular exercise during childhood and adolescence, a strategy to protect the health of aging adults and is personal. Exercise to build and maintain strong bones are essential in life [1]. The best type of exercise to stimulate bone activity that affects all bones and it is nothing more than weight-bearing exercise [2]. Physical activity is the basic factor in improving children growth till adolescence [3]. In recent years, followed by developing in technology and mechanized daily living, the style of life has been changed. Therefore, peoples are in danger if different diseases like metabolic, heart disease, blood vessels and osteoporosis. In addition to the muscles and organs and bones of the human body to protect and maintain their mobility and daily activities involved in major [4]. Based on international institute of osteoporosis, more than 200 million of the world women are in danger of this disease [5]. The most of bone mass has been achieved in childhood and especially the most accumulation of mineral material in bone and bone analysis are the most important indicators in osteoporosis on adolescence [6]. Bone mineral density in childhood and youth increases gradually to reach its most amount [7]. Where’s it doubles in the beginning of maturity to the beginning of [8].

Naturally the peak of bone mass has been maintained from 40 to 45 years old and after then decreases in every year about 0.5% [9]. In this case, the styles of living and physical activity are very important and if the skeleton doesn't experience body mass, they are in danger of osteopenia and at last osteoporosis [9]. Therefore, recognizing and finding better method in gaining the most optimum mineral accumulation in bone is very important in under years. When people contribute in physical activity, mechanical forces acting on bones, help to maintains bone thickness and their compression. Even gentle movement activity could avoid bone context exhausting and increases bone mineral material in adult. In fact, the most researchers in this era have agreement in which the procedure of increasing mineral material and enriching bone compound is very stable in childhood and youth [10,11]. Contributing in exercise and physical activity in growth years increases bone mineral material [12,13], bone mineral content [14,15], bone strength. Generally tensional exercise creates more estrogenic advantages to less tension exercise and enduring lesser weight [14,15]. If maturity begins before excursive, it does have more advantages for bones [16-18].

There is a testimony in which the effect of rhythmic gymnastics on skeleton is the same as artistic gymnastic [19]. Some testimonies suggested artistic gymnastic is stronger stimulant to rhythmic gymnastics on skeleton. Those exercising which are along stable changes in acted stress on bones are more effective physical activity for youth in growth [20]. Silva et al. [21] Results showed higher mean values in the proximal femur region of tennis and
soccergroup players (1.02±0.18; 0.96±0.16, respectively) than swimmers and controls (0.91±0.14 and 0.87±0.06, respectively) (P<0.05). In relation to the impact of sporting activities based on bone age determination, we observed significant differences in bone mineral density at all evaluated sites at the end of puberty (16-18 years) compared with 10-12 years, with increases of 78% in the lumbar spine, 47% in the proximal femur, and 38% in the whole body [21].

Ferry et al. [22] Results showed body composition and bone mineral density (BMD) were assessed by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). DXA scans were analyzed at the femoral neck by the hip structure analysis (HSA) program to calculate the cross-sectional area (CSA), cortical dimensions (inner end cortical diameter, ED; outer width and thickness, ACT), the centroid (CMP), cross-sectional moment of inertia (CSMI), section modulus (Z), and buckling ratio (BR) at the narrow neck (NN), intertrochanteric (IT), and femoral shaft (FS) sites. Specific BMDS were significantly higher in soccer players compared with swimmers. At all bone sites, every parameter reflecting strength (CSMI, Z, BR) favored soccer players. In contrast, swimmers had hip structural analysis (HSA) Z-scores below the normal values of the controls, thus denoting weaker bone in swimmers. In conclusion, this study suggests an influence of training practice not only on BMD values but also on bone geometry parameters. Sports with high impacts are likely to improve bone strength and bone geometry. Moreover, this study does not support the argument that female swimmers can be considered sedentary subjects regarding bone characteristics [22].

Dowthwaite et al. [17] Results showed, GYM means were significantly greater than NON-means for all variables (p<0.05). At the proximal femur, GYM exhibited narrower periosteal and endosteal dimensions, but greater indices of cortical thickness, BMC, BMD and section modulus, with lower buckling ratio (p<0.05). However, significant interactions between maturity and loading were detected for the following: 1) FN bone mineral content (BMC) and NN buckling ratio (gymnastics’ BMC advantages only in M1 and M3; for BMC and buckling ratio, M1 advantages were greatest); 2) 1/3 radius BMC, width, end steal diameter; cortical cross-sectional area, and section modulus (GYM advantages primarily post-menarche); and 3) UD radius BMC and axial compressive strength (gymnastics’ advantages were larger with greater maturity, greatest post-menarche). Maturity-specific comparisons suggested site-specific skeletal adaptation to loading during growth, with greater advantages at the radius versus the proximal femur. At the radius, gymnastics’ advantages included greater bone width, cortical cross-sectional area and cortical thickness; in contrast, at the femoral neck, gymnasts bone tissue cross-sectional area and cortical thickness were greater, but bone width was narrower than in NONE. Future longitudinal analyses will evaluate putative maturity-specific differences [17]. This study considered the Comparing of bone’s mineral content and density in youth artistic Gymnastics.

Materials and Methods

This study is of applicable one and in gathering data has been done by field method and the cause after occurring design, in this research, in order to select samples, after required coordination to Mazandaran gymnastics board, at first, we distributed a recall announcement by required explanation about study in GYM, and then after enough explaining to them and their parent and getting letter of satisfaction, personal information questionnaire, physical activity and medical background, about 100 announced readiness. (Two weeks before research beginning) among them, about 15 artistic gymnasts. also, we have done the same about youth non-gymnast in control group in which were about 100 and 15 had the same condition like test group. In gathering datum, we suggested to all tested to don’t do any unnatural change in their living style one week before research. Contributors did not have any background in bone break, osteoporosis, and disease like diabetes, thyroid more working, heart- breath, and also consuming alcohol, smoking and anti-spasm medicine.

all two tested groups had referred to the center of measuring bone density (Paru-Mazand in Sar city) and in measuring density and bone mineral content, we have used of dual energy x-ray absorptiometry by business name of HOLOGIC and DISCOVERY model w (s/N 84109) made in America and in the year of 2009 and has been used in the L1 vertebral to l4 in waist spinal column. measured parameters normality has been verified in Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test and then for comparing mean level and mineral density among two groups, we have used of one-way variance analysis and t-test. Datum has been analyzed by SSPS22 software and in 0.05 meaningful levels.

Results

Table 1 shows the personal characteristic has been tested. (Age, height, weight, body mass indicator).

Table 1: Tested personal characteristic in groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Artistic Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>14.7±0.5</td>
<td>14.8±0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (Kg)</td>
<td>53.9±1.17</td>
<td>53.4±1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>165.9±1.45</td>
<td>165.6±1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass indicator (kg/m²)</td>
<td>19.6±0.62</td>
<td>19.5±0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Datum normality has been proved in three groups by Kolmogorov-Smirnive test (Table2).

Table 2: K-S test result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Artistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone mineral content (g)</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone mineral density (g/cm²)</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to examine the difference among groups in density and mineral content in waist, we have used of one-way variance analysis and the result of them has been shown on Table 3. There is meaningful difference among groups in waist skeleton content (p=0.003).
In research literature, the emphasis is on comparing gymnast to other fields or non-active persons [23,24]. The result of this study is in agreement to existing literature [25-27]. There is a testimony gymnast is full of tension exercise influential on bone because of abundant jumping [28]. Full of tension jumping exercise are very influential on developing BMD and BMC [29]. The testimonies show youth gymnasts have had higher BMD to the other field and non-active persons. It should be mentioned in this study, all athletes in the two groups of test and control has been selected by the similar weight and height to does not have any influence on the result because of the importance of height and weight on the amount of density and bone mineral content. This result is not the same Matthews et al. [14], Modlesky et al. [24] findings. Perhaps environmental factors, feeding difference or personal difference in groups are of influential factors in this ground. But the amount of BMD has had meaningful difference among artistic to the control group. Perhaps we could say this study has emphasis on exercise influence on adult bone density, but our study is about youth. The above-mentioned matter shows the influence of full of tension exercise on youth bone density [16,18,30].

In any case, it shows perhaps acting mechanical forces resulting from contributing the two artistic and trampoline gymnastics, creates similar adaptability in mineral density and as a result we have skeleton stability in waist era [25]. It has emphasis on gymnast exercise as an influential strategy in increasing mineral density in youth for increasing skeleton power in avoiding osteopenia and osteoporosis [26,27]. These testimonies are along with all studies has been done in this era and explain acting mechanical forces of artistic gymnastic in growth years creates special adaptability in skeleton geometry [19,26]. In similar study, boon stingless and cooperative has compared long term influence of power and ability exercise in which jive has different kinematic like differences among artistic and trampoline gymnastic. Findings show superiority of ability exercise to power in increasing BMD and developing skeleton density in waist era [31-33]. The results suggest gymnasts doing exercise in youth for increasing content and density of mineral materials. According to the importance of increasing density and bone mineral contents to the peak in youth, for preventing osteoporosis in future [26,27], based on study literature suggest gymnastic has have better influence than other fields, we suggest recommending contributing in exercise for non-active persons.
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